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The ripple effect of Inclusive 
Leadership
Equipping leaders and managers to drive a ripple 
effect of EDI across your organisation.
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Who are UpSkill?
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We design blended learning programmes 
for global workforces, which aim to both 
promote and create inclusive, equitable 
workplaces where all employees are 
valued and empowered.

What we do:

A Happier, Healthier, and Wealthier 
workforce.

The Outcome:

A new approach to workforce education 
driving economic mobility

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership
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Countries
globally

Companies 
trained

6,5k+

Coaches 
globally

390+ 34

People 
trained

620k+

Learner feedback

“I benefited from  having a safe space 
with other Black people and hearing 
their experiences. I was able to shift 
my mindset and was given some tools 
to navigate my career progression.” Talent Acquisition Director 

“Not only are they experts in 
diversity, inclusion, and equity, but 
they are exceptional in facilitation 
and learning. Your team is in safe 
hands with UpSkill Digital."

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership
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50% 

higher rate of turnover 
than employees who 

feel they belong

Excluded 
employees have 

Why does inclusion matter to organisations?

of job seekers consider 
workplace diversity an 

important factor

67% 

When choosing a new 
career opportunity

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership

of their 
salary

50% 

Losing an employee 
can cost up to
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Why should you create a sense of belonging?

Belonging fosters 
collaboration

Greater 
productivity

Greater 
performance and 
lower turnover 
rates

Prevents
 exclusion

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership
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Drive impact on inclusion 
where it matters most

Talent 
Manager

People 
Manager

Exec 
Leadership

We can’t attract 
the diverse 
talent we need

I’m losing 
diverse team 
members at an 
alarming rate

We need a 
more diverse 
leadership 
team

Good will and progress for progress’ sake isn’t 
enough for leaders to pursue high level DEI 
programmes for their organisations.

of HR professionals 
believe their DEI 
programmes are 
highly effective.

23%



What are the traits of 
an inclusive leader?

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership

Deliberately seek out difference and find 
opportunities to work with cross-functional or 
multi-disciplinary teams to leverage diverse 
strengths.

Craft culture crews—groups of diverse 
people from across the 
organisation—who are empowered to 
make decisions.

Both you and your executive board 
take an Implicit Association Test to 
understand your bias.

Discover your blind spots by seeking  
feedback on whether you are 
perceived as inclusive, especially from 
people who are different from you. 

Organise collaborative meetings so that each 
speaker has pre-prepared questions and the
space/time to have their voice heard. 
Encourage respectful questioning.

Curiosity about others

Effective collaboration

Visible commitment

Cognisance of bias

Courage

Cultural intelligence

Set the tone and lead by example. Walk the 
talk and tell a compelling and explicit narrative 
about why being inclusive is important. 
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Tackling your own biases

Lead and develop based upon your own experience of 
employees free of presupposition due to their 
characteristics. 

Encourage learning about your employees cultural 
experiences, and using phrases such as ‘tell me more 
about that…’ or ‘I’d love to learn more’

Devote equal attention to your direct reports;  take the time 
to discover their personal needs and strengths.

Treat each member of your team with respect and encourage 
the same behaviour between employees.  Have a consistent 
approach.   

Stereotypes

Cultural 
Intelligence

Be accessible

Lead by 
example

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership
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Essential components to 
fostering belonging:

A Happier, Healthier, and 
Wealthier workforce.

Open and honest conversation
Start a conversation about listening, leaning in, 
and learning from one anotherʼs perspectives.

Create spaces for employees to 
be their authentic selves
If you want your team to feel comfortable being 
who they are, create opportunities where “who 
they are” takes center stage.

Recognise efforts and 
accomplishments
Keep in mind that some employees may prefer 
private as opposed to public recognition

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership
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Enable your leaders to take action

Cultivate a 
listening culture

When employees know they will 
be heard, they become more 

confident, productive and 
invested in their work. Let your 
team know that feedback is a 

two-way street, and progress is 
a dialogue.

Be curious 
& compassionate

Build and demonstrate a 
genuine interest in the 

success and wellbeing of 
your team. 

Invest in 
your people

When leaders take an active 
role in each of their team 

member’s personal goals and 
skills development, employees 

feel supported, uplifted, and 
valued.

The ripple effect of inclusive leadership
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Let’s enable our leaders to 
drive progress!
Any questions?

@Goridigital

gori@upskilldigital.com

Upskilldigital.com

Thank you

Companies we have supported
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